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 Family and Friends: 

Vocabulary: 

A] Fill in using the suitable word in each sentence:     

[pile - repair - lost - enormous - ugly - rock - grunt - sticks - come on - forgot] 

1- I ............................ my car at the mechanic's. 

2- I was punished because I ............................ my English book at home. 

3- We put the newspapers in a ............................ on the floor. 

4- The whale is an ............................ sea animal. 

5- We felt sad because we ............................ the match. 

6- No one wants to marry her because she is ............................ 

 

B] Supply the missing letters:      

bu__p  /  r__ce   /  pic__ic  /  hi__e 

 

C] Put each word in a sentence to show its meaning:      

1- weather: ...................................................................................................................... 

2- dance: ......................................................................................................................... 

 

4] Grammar: 

A] Do as shown between brackets:       

1- I have to wear my jacket.        [Susan.....] 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

2- I am studying my lessons because I want to pass the exams.   [Why] 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

3- I have to finish my homework now.      [Yesterday] 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

4- Ramy is younger than Hany.        [Older] 



....................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

5- My brother is less intelligent than me.      [More] 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

6- Which exercise is [so difficult - the least difficult - the less difficult] in your 

homework?          [Choose] 

7- No one is more intelligent than Tony in our family.   [Most] 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

8- Yes, she had to buy a new dress.     [Interrogative] 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

9- Sam is [thin] ........................................... boy in our class.   [Correct] 

10- I wake up at 7 o'clock every day.      [Yesterday] 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

Model Answers 

Vocabulary: 

Fill in using the suitable word in each sentence: 

1- Repair 

2- Forgot 

3- Pile 

4- Enormous 

5- Lost 

6- ugly 

Supply the missing letters: 

Bump    race    picnic    hide 

Put each word in a sentence to show its meaning: 

1- Weather: The weather is fine today. 

2- Dance: I like dancing 

Grammar: 

Do as shown between brackets: 

1- Susan has to wear her jacket. 

2- Why are you studying your lessons? 

3- I had to finish my homework yesterday. 



4- Hany is older than Ramy. 

5- I am more intelligent than my brother. 

6- The least difficult 

7- Tony is the most intelligent one in our family. 

8- Did she have to buy a new dress? 

9- The thinnest 

10- I woke up at 7 o'clock yesterday. 

 

 

 


